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What is the best way to Merge, Absorb and Feel the Creator’s Adamantine Particles of
Primal Full Spectrum Light and the Divine Alchemical Properties of the Violet Flame? Then how
do I use them for the Highest Good for all?
“Alright, Beautiful One, first answer is Intention. Do you intend to do so?”
Yes.
“Indeed. Now with that Intention you Activate the sSurce of Consciousness within you,
that Primal Energy Source Consciousness. Now, Beautiful One, you may do two things with the
Violet Flame. You may bring it up from the Iron Core Earth and see it rise right into the
Beautiful Soles of your feet. Then you let it rise all the way up through your legs and up
through your beautiful trunk of the body and out through your head and into what you’ll call
the Sphere of the Alternative Consciousness. Then, Beautiful One, you’ll let that Beautiful
Flame of the Violet return all the way down through your body, back through those feet and
into the Iron Core, Crystal. You may do it again. Go from the beautiful Iron Core all the way up
through the dimensionalities and back again, Feeling, Sensing, Visualizing the Violet Flame.”
“While you are doing that, one of the great Teachers of the Violet flame has entered.”
It’s St. Germaine.
“Indeed.”
Oh, I Love him so.
“Indeed, He is pointing out, Beautiful One, the affirmation, ’I Am, I Am That, I Am That,
That I Am. I Am the Violet Flame.’”
Oh, how wonderful!
“You will utilize that, will you not?”
Yes, I will!

“Utilize it while you’re visualizing the Beautiful Flame. He says to you, ‘Once you Feel
the Flame moving up and down through your whole System, He encourages you to return again
to the Seat of your Soul and use the Beautiful Infinity Sign to activate your Purpose.’”
Oh, thank you. I will when I sit down. I’ll write it out and have a meditation special just
to do that!
“Indeed.”
That will help me! Thank you. St. Germaine helps me all the time. I thank you!
“Alright, Beautiful One, you feel the Flame moving through you?”
I feel something. I didn’t realize that was what it was. It is the Flame. It’s kind of
lapping.
“Indeed, this we will encourage you. Your Mind and Heart can sense it but let the full
body Feel it. For when you are doing it you are merging it within your Cellular Memory. When
you anchor it in your Cellular Memory it is constantly activating to the essence of your every
movement of its Expression in your Earth.”
I appreciate that. Thank You!
“Indeed.”

